
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

UBI 

Manufactured by UBI Frigerio SAGL, of Carlo Frigerio  

 

This is possible by creating a support for the guitar and 
finding the right balance. Two characteristics summed up 
in the product name.  

The Latin expression ‘dā ubi cōnsistam’, literally translated, 
means ‘give me a place to stand’. 

It is an abbreviation of the motto attributed to Archimedes: 
“Dā mihi, inquit, ubi cōnsistam, et terram com-
movēbō” (Give me a place to stand and I will raise the 
world), alluding to the property of leverage.  

UBI is a unique product. A practical support for the guitar 
when worn with a shoulder strap or possibly around the 
waist, it promotes postural well-being and ensures the musi-
cian achieves his or her maximum potential in terms of ar-
tistic and technical expression. Generally speaking, with the 
"UBI" support, the guitar is stable, but can follow every in-
terpretative movement made by the guitarist. The musi-
cian’s fingers benefit from total freedom of movement be-
cause the cervical muscles relax and the weight is unloaded 
towards the elbows, two factors that favour a measured use 
of force, since the joints are perfectly loose. Last but not 
least, UBI is aesthetically unobtrusive, easy to handle and 
in harmony with the instrument.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

In addition to the elastic model, we can meet custom 
requests for more luxurious versions, handcrafted in 
wood as one-offs and made to order. 

The “lutherie” version, handmade by Sergio Ferrari is 
made of cedar wood to the measurements of your 
own guitar.  

(To be agreed privately by email). 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

UBI is a company inspired by an idea of Carlo Frigerio, a 
classical guitarist who has worked as a concert performer, 
teacher and promoter of the classical guitar for more than 35 
years. It began as a response to a need of his own, and of 
many other guitarists, to be able to embrace the guitar as the 
artistic dimension requires, overcoming the risk of instrument 
instability. The UBI product was a turning point, offering the 
solution to this problem and the company is dedicated to pro-
ducing and selling this innovative, revolutionary product. After 
several years of research and development, we are now pre-
senting the definitive version of the product, with different 
variants available to UBI cater for the required situations. 

UBI is a Swiss product designed and manufactured in Ticino. 
Each piece bears the “UBI” logo and the Swiss Made mark. 

 Patent Europe: EP22153502.4 

 

  

Logo designed by Jacopo Frigerio  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For a long time, guitarists have used a footrest or ‘step’ to 
ensure stability while playing, an solution that has never been 
improved, despite the modern developments in technology. 
Yet, this solution creates health problems for the posture and 
the back. There are alternatives, of course, but UBI is a new 
solution offering two specific features: support and balance. 
This avoids problems related to stability and meets the guitar-
ist’s postural and artistic needs. Today, the heightened focus 
on the health and well-being of musicians leads us to rethink 
the way we hold the instrument to achieve optimal mobility of 
the hands and a balanced distribution of our strengths.  

UBI in cedar wood 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UBI can be used in various ways. 

- Standing position with shoulder strap 

For this position, a suction pad is added to the 
shoulder strap to keep the guitar stable and at the 
desired angle. 

 

 

 



 

   

- Seated position with shoulder strap  

UBI rests ideally on the guitarist's legs and ensures balance, 
with the shoulder strap promoting stability. With UBI, the 
musician’s posture is balanced and symmetrical. In addition 
to the postural advantages that ensure stability and freedom 
of movement for the guitarist, the shoulder strap position 
also feels comfortable and natural. 

Seated shoulder strap 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

  
 

 

 

Waist belt 

This posture is ideal for long periods of study. Simply short-
en the belt to favour the stability of the instrument, and the 
correct posture of the lumbar region. The waist belt posture 
provides optimal support for the lumbar muscles and is par-
ticularly suitable for long periods of study. 

 

Waist belt  

 

 

     

 

UBI 
With all three positions, the posture required aims to achieve 
for the best physical balance, without twists and tension that 
could limit the fluency of movements. Not having to exert force 
to hold the instrument allows you to concentrate your energies 
on the technical and interpretative aspects of your perfor-
mance.  

As mentioned above, the guitar with UBI can assume different 
positions.  Its pliability allows the musician to adjust the degree 
of inclination of the instrument. 

The practical suction pad on the shoulder strap can be placed 
at different positions on the strap under the guitar. Once the 
desired angle has been found, one of the adhesive plastic cir-
cles designed to protecting the paintwork of the guitar can be 
applied and the suction pad attached. 

For the seated position with shoulder strap, the suction pad 
may provide more stability, but it may also not be necessary as 
the UBI rests on the guitarist's legs, already providing excellent 
stability. 

For the standing position, on the other hand, the suction pad is 
necessary, providing stability and freedom of movement. When 
the suction pad is placed on the straps, it is compressed by the 
activity of the shoulder strap, thus guaranteeing stability and 
adherence. All you have to do is place the guitar on UBI and 
find the angle at which you want to hold the instrument, then 
secure it with the suction pad. 

For the seated and waist belt position, the strap should be 
shortened as required. We recommend first placing UBI on 
your legs and then closing the buckle   

Produced by - UBI Frigerio SAGL. Design by Carlo 
Frigerio. 

The elastic model support is made by Borflex Rex SA, 
Mendrisio.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
Assembly and finishing by UBI Frigerio Sagl 
Riva S. Vitale  

UBI Frigerio Sagl 

Via Quiete 6 

6826 Riva San Vitale 

Ticino - Svizzera 

Mail 

carlo.frigerio@ubifrigerio.com 

https://www.ubifrigerio.com  

+41 79 540 07 31 

+41 79 691 71 38 

mailto:carlo.frigerio@ubifrigerio.com
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